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Abstract

This study examines the relationship between marketing mix with loyalty, perceived value, perceived quality and destination image. This is an applied descriptive study the aim of which is to determine the impact of marketing mix of services (Product, Pricing, Place, Promotion, People, Process and Physical Evidence) on perceived quality, loyalty, perceived value and destination image of the tourists in Khalkhal city, Iran. Population of the study included all the tourists visiting Khalkhal city from among whom 385 respondents participated in this study. A questionnaire was used for data collection. The conceptual model was analyzed based on linear regression analysis in SPSS software and model fitness was analyzed using LISERL software. Cronbach’s alpha of the questionnaire was equal to 0.791 that is higher than 0.7 and so reliability of the questionnaire was acceptable. Findings of the study showed that promotion, people and physical evidences had the highest effect on perceived value, destination image and perceived quality. Finally, some suggestions were provided for the managers of the tourism destinations to improve the perceived value and quality and also develop a proper destination image.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of tourism industry has made many experts and scholars to call the 20th century, “The Century of Tourism”. Tourism industry can be considered not only as one of the most important phenomena of the century throughout the world, but also as one of the most profitable industries in various countries (Hassannejad et al., 2014, p. 90). Since the second half of the 20th century, the number of international tourists has been incredibly increasing. Many countries have become the new tourism destination and markets for trip demand. At the beginning of the third millennium, tourism industry has become one of three main businesses of the world beside automobile and oil industry (Ilkhani et al., 2016, p. 322). Therefore, we are witnessing that many countries perceive the prior position of tourism industry in various economic development models and so have been looking for developing their tourism facilities during the last years. These countries, in a close competition, are trying to increase their benefits and revenues from this international activity more than before. Gaining success in this domain and access to material and immaterial revenues requires understanding tourism phenomenon, identification of its aspects and consequences (Kazemi, 2011).

Tourists and their behaviors should be studied to be successful in tourism domain. Examination of tourists’ behaviors is more difficult than studying the behaviors of other commodity and service customers. This may be due to the fact that at the end of a trip, there is nothing tangible and visible left (Kazemi, 2008, p. 83). This is due to the service nature of this industry. One of the common mistakes in tourism is that marketers consider tourists satisfaction as the end product of their business. It should be taken into account that satisfaction does not always predict and explain loyalty, perceived quality, and development of positive destination image. These factors are highly significant in marketing studies.

Many studies stated various advantages of purchase frequency including that attraction of a new customer has a higher cost than maintaining the current customers and purchase frequency and previous studies have proven that 5% of purchase frequency leads to an equivalent of 25 to 85% and most importantly, it provides a proper brand or destination image which in turn results in word of mouth (WOM) and positive view of products and service (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990).
Repeated visits to a tourism destination have many significant effects and advantages at macro and micro economic level (Darnell & Johnson, 2001, p. 119-126). In fact, many tourism attractions seriously rely on tourists’ visits (Gitelson & Crompton, 1984). In recent years, there have been many studies on identifying the effective factors on visitors and loyalty of the tourists to that destination. These studies have found predictors such as satisfaction, service quality (Baker & Crompton, 2000; Kozak & Rimmington, 2000; Petrick et al., 2001; Yuksel), perceived value (Petrick et al., 2001), previous experiences (Chen & Gursoy, 2001; Kozak, 2001; Petrick et al., 2001), safety (Chen & Gursoy, 2001), destination image (Milman & Pizam, 1995; Ross, 1993). Given the economic importance and benefits of loyalty, perceived value and destination image of tourist attractions, this study examines the effects of marketing mix elements on perceived value, perceived quality and destination image of tourism attractions and their impact on destination loyalty to tourism attraction sites of Khalkhal.

2. Area Descriptions

2.1 Service Marketing Mix

Given the increasing rate of using services and employment at service sector all over the world, as the social and business activities get more complicated, specialized and competitive, the services sector grows more and managers need to become familiar with the service marketing principles in order to better manage their organizations in today's highly active and competitive world, and to take advantage of marketing techniques to deliver services and satisfy customers' needs (Pamela & Robert, 1999).

Precise identification of present condition through tourism marketing is one of the main aspects which can be the sources of sustainable development for tourism. It is also one of the concepts to be used to explain the present condition and plan to achieve proper condition for tourism industry of a region (Ghadiri et al., 2013). Botten and McManus (1999) classified service marketing variables as seven strategic factors (7Ps) as following: 1- product (service), 2- price, 3- place (with distribution), 4- promotion, 5- physical evidence (e.g., building, uniforms, etc.), 6- people (employees and customers) and 7- process (procedure, etc.).

2.2 Tourism Destination Image

Marketing the destination image is the beginning of a successful tourism marketing since image and expectation of trip experiences of visitors in future is tightly related to their thoughts to the specific destination (Levitt, 1986, cited in Chao, 2005, p. 1). Destination image is one of the most importantly discussed issue in marketing research at tourism industry so that many countries use promotional and global marketing tools to support their image and compete with other destinations. This concept is very important in tourism, because it affects the behavior and decision of tourists and plays an important role in their satisfaction with trip (Beerlie & Martin, 2004, p. 660). Furthermore, destination image is one of the interesting issues for tourism marketers since it is an essential element of destination positioning, creation and management of a distinctive and appealing perception, or image, of the destination (Ritchie & Echtner, 1993, p. 37).

Without a successful destination image marketing, a place cannot be able to attract tourists and maintain its tourism advantage. In order to be successful in the target market, the destination must distinguish itself in the proper and appropriate manner from its rivals and position itself in customers' mind. The key element of the process is to capture, manage, and create an attractive and distinctive image of the destination (ibid, p. 38). Mental image of destination includes a mental schema or personal and group perception of a destination. In addition, mental image can indicate a simplified set of perceptions which includes many information about a place. In sum, mental image of destination is a personal perception of a place which can change from person to person (Chao, 2005; 5).

2.3 Perceived Quality of Tourism Destination

Perceived quality is the general judgement of the consumer about the priority of the product or service which is obtained by a combination of expectations and perceptions of the consumers. Perceived quality is an effective element in general promotion of satisfaction. If the consumers’ perception of services and products are desired, consumers’ satisfaction is increased and if it is evaluated as improper, it would reduce the consumers’ satisfaction.

Simply put, quality means meeting the expectation or exceeding expectations (Gholizadeh Sarvari, 2012). According to Brady and Cronin (2001) customers’ perception of service quality is formed based on their evaluation of three main aspects of quality that is interaction quality, service quality and outcome quality. Quality evaluation is a difficult task since most tourism destinations do not have quality control centers (Gholizadeh Sarvari, 2012). Many studies on tourism have shown that perceived quality control is the most
effective factor on satisfaction and loyalty. Perceived quality also affects perceived value. Murphy et al. reported that perceived quality of trip has a positive effect on perceived value of trip. Chen and Tasi (2007) found that destination image has a positive effect on “behavioral intentions through trip quality and satisfaction, which in turn affects behavioral intentions” (Cited in Lin, 2011, p. 41).

2.4 Loyalty to Tourism Destination

Loyalty is so widely accepted as the main marketing tool, the importance of which is quite clear for everyone in business domain. The loyalty ratio is one of the measurement indices of marketing strategy achievement. Brand loyalty plays a prominent role in the development of brand equity, not only because of the ability to maintain a loyal customer base, but also due to the expansion of customer loyalty to other brands of the same company. On the other hand, some researchers define brand loyalty as a customer affiliation with the brand. Dick and Basu (1994) believed that brand loyalty leads to many marketing advantages such as reduction in marketing prices, more new customers and more commercial penetration (cited in Huh, 2006). They have also pointed to other benefits of brand loyalty as higher resistance of loyal customers to rivals strategies. Moreover, brand loyal customers have an image about the unique value of brand which no other brand can have such specification and so they have to pay more for this brand (Huh, 2006). Most studies in the field of tourism have considered repeated visits and attitude to return as loyalty indices (Nam et al., 2011).

Tourism studies indicated the role of trip satisfaction in loyalty to destination. Tourists’ loyalty to destination reflects in their intentions to revisit the destination and to suggest it to others. Positive experience of tourists about services, products and other provided resources in tourism destination leads to repeated visits and also have positive effect of word of mouth marketing to friends and other relatives (Konecnik & De Chernatony, 2010). In sum, many researchers and scholars believe that loyalty includes two behavioral and attitudinal components. Though, some others also add a combinational approach to these two components. Positive attitudinal loyalty helps the customers to be obliged to the brand and prefer that brand over other brands. Here, commitment and psychological loyalty are emphasized. Behavioral loyalty indicates that knowing previous experiences affects the common and future decisions of tourists, more specifically in selecting tourism destination.

2.5 Perceived Value of Tourism Destination

Zeithaml (1998) defined perceived value as: “perceived value is the consumer's overall assessment of the utility of a product based on perceptions of what is received and what is given (p. 14). Jung Sun (2013) believe that perceived value is a comprehensive evaluation of costs and tangible and intangible benefits. Baldauf et al. (2003) found that “loyal customers recognize a favorable benefit opportunity, and customers who are familiar with products and logos willingly pay a price premium. In other words, brand loyalty and brand awareness are positively related to perceived value” (cited in Ghloizadeh Sarvari, 2012, p. 31). According to Kim et al (2009) perceived quality has significant effect on perceived value (cited in Ghloizadeh Sarvari, 2012). Studies have shown that perceived value is one of the most important and effective factors on loyalty (e.g. Baker & Crompton, 2000; Yoon et al, 2010).

2.6 Research Background

Huang and Sarigöllü (2012) examined the relationship between brand awareness with brand equity and marketing mix. Results of the study showed that experience of consumers about brand usage results in brand awareness. Also, findings indicated a positive relationship between brand awareness and brand equity. Beristain and Zorrilla (2011) examined the ways for increasing the official quality, loyalty and brand awareness by using store image and price as the variables. It was found that store image is an important factor for retailers for increasing the perceived quality, awareness and store loyalty. A positive and significant relationship was found between store image with quality, loyalty and brand awareness.

Further, findings indicated a positive relationship between price with loyalty, awareness and negative relationship with quality. Kim and Hyum (2010) in their study, entitled as “A model to investigate the influence of marketing-mix efforts and corporate image on brand equity in the IT software sector” examined the relationship between marketing mix including distribution, price and corporate image on three aspects of brand awareness, perceived quality and brand loyalty. Results of the study indicated a positive relationship between marketing mix performance and brand equity and corporate image modified the effect of marketing mix on three aspects of brand equity.

Tong and Hawley (2009) in a study, entitled as “Creating brand equity in the Chinese clothing markets the effect of selected marketing activities on brand equity dimensions” showed that store image and various promotion
methods and sale promotion such as discount strategy and cost reduction had positive effect on brand equity in China.

Ghadiri et al. (2013) evaluated and prioritized the effective indices in rural tourism marketing with marketing mix P7 model. Results of the study showed that seven components of marketing mix (Place, Price, Product, Promotion, People, Process, Physical Evidence and also Political and social situation) has the potential to clearly indicate the current condition of rural marketing in the region and secondly improve the rural development through development of rural tourism and reaching Mazandaran Province to a proper developmental status.

Anari Dehghani et al. (2014) examined the factors affecting tourists’ loyalty to tourism destination and concluded that mental image of destination can significantly and positively affect the perceived value and satisfaction of destination in tourism. Finally, results of the study showed that tourists’ satisfaction about destination can have positive and significant effect on loyalty but perceived value of tourism destination cannot affect destination loyalty.

In addition, Soleimani and Mansouri Moaied (2012) examined the marketing tools and destination image of tourists. It was found that internet, which is the most important tool for getting information on destination, significantly affects the emotional image of the tourists. Meanwhile, various marketing tools including word of mouth, brochures and journals were at the second and third place following internet.

Hemati and Zahrani (2014) examined the factor affecting satisfaction and loyalty of foreign tourists to Isfahan as tourism brand. Results of the study showed that awareness and acquaintance of tourists with Isfahan and image of Isfahan as a tourist destination in mind of the foreign tourists directly affected tourists' satisfaction through perceived value and perceived quality.

Imani Khoshko and Ayoubizadeh (2010, b) conducted a study about effective factors on brand equity in tourism destination of Yazd. Results of the study showed that in addition to brand image, brand loyalty, perceived value and brand awareness about tourism destination also directly affect the brand equity of Yazd. And brand loyalty is the most effective factor in terms of importance. They also conducted another study (2010, a) to examine the tourists’ destination of Kish and Gheshm based on a conceptual model. Results of the study showed that tourists have more awareness about Kish compared to Gheshm. However, other variables such as brand image, perceived quality and brand loyalty are same for these two islands.

Iranzadeh et al. (2012) examined the effect of marketing mix on brand equity. Results of structural equation analysis indicated effect of price and product variables on loyalty, perceived quality, brand awareness and brand association. Regarding the relationship between marketing mix with brand equity dimensions, two elements of price and product are related to three dimensions of brand equity. And given the correlation coefficients of these relationships are positive, therefore, it should be cautious about pricing policies. Also, in the case of a product, the company should be careful about changing the functional and apparent features.

Given the research model, following hypotheses are suggested:

![Conceptual Model]

**Figure 1. Conceptual Model**
H1: Price influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H2: Price influences the image of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H3: Physical evidence influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H4: Distribution influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H5: People influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H6: Sale promotion influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H7: Distribution influences the image of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H8: Sale promotion influences the image of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H9: People influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H10: Distribution influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H11: Sale promotion influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H12: Physical evidence influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H13: Perceived quality influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H14: Destination image influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H15: Perceived value influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H16: price influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H17: Physical evidence influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H18: Distribution influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H19: People influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H20: Sale promotion influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination

3. Method
3.1 Data Collection
This is an applied study in terms of purpose and a descriptive survey in terms of methodology. Population of the study included all the visitors of Khalkhal city, Iran. Participants of the study were selected based on random sampling. Given that population of the study is unlimited, Cochran formula was used to calculated sample size as below:

\[ n = \frac{\sigma^2 z^2 \alpha}{\varepsilon^2} = \frac{\left(z_{\alpha/2}\right)^2 \left(1.96\right)^2}{\left(0.05\right)^2} \approx 385 \]  

(1)

The research questionnaire included 29 items and developed based on the variables included in the model developed by Yoo, Danto and Lee (2000). The questionnaire is based on a 5-point Likert scale. The number of items and variables constructs of the questionnaire are as follows: paid money to measure the price; cost of the services provided in the destination according to travelers’ demand and in comparison with other destinations, constructs such as the optimal quality of attractions and the new features of services to measure the product variability; construct such as the diversity of services, passengers need and the ease of access and speed of the service to measure the distribution variable; constructs such as the staff treating tourists with courtesy and respect and skill and knowledge of employees about the work to measure the variable of people; creative designs for attracting tourists; discounts, incentives, advertising and information to measure the variable of promotion as a new construct; better and more reliable service constructs and optimal atmospheres governing destination, the utility of the services provided at the destination to measure the variable quality from the viewpoint of travelers; good visit of the destination, the reasonable price, the money paid to measure the value of the organization construct; constructs such as the weather of the city, the availability of travel information, the adventure atmosphere of the city, the hospitality rate of the residents and the natural attractions and beautiful landscapes of the city to measure image; and the return, trust, the proposal of this trip to others and the destination priority to measure the loyalty variable.

Each construct is presented by one or more separate items in the questionnaire. The validity of the questionnaire
was verified by face validity, and for examining reliability, the questionnaire was first distributed among 30 tourists and after collection, the Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.791 was obtained which is higher than 0.7. Thus, the reliability is confirmed. The alpha Cronbach coefficient is given separately in the table 1. Product, Pricing, Place, Promotion, People, Process and Physical Evidence.

Table 1. Cronbach's alpha of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pricing</td>
<td>0.823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>0.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived quality</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived value</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination image</td>
<td>0.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination loyalty</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Study Area

Khalkhal city with an area of 2,800 square kilometers in the north of Iran's plateau between 48 degrees and 32 minutes longitude and 37 minutes and 37 degrees latitude from the Greenwich Meridian and with elevations more than 1500 meters above sea level is located in northwest Iran and south of the province Ardebil which ends from north to Kosar city, east to Gilan province, west to East Azarbaijan province and city of Mianeh, and south to Zanjan province (figure 2) and its distance is 114 km from the center of the province (Alizadeh, 2012, p.81). The city of Khalkhal, due to its particular climates and attractions, ecotourism capabilities and historical and religious memories, can attract tourists at a higher scale. The special rituals and traditions of the inhabitants of this city, the diversity of languages and religions and the rich culture of the city are among other tourist attractions. Further, the ancient hills dating back to several thousand years old and highly recorded works are among this city’s tourism potential (Aghaei Hashjin, 2009).

Figure 2. Geolocation of Khalkhal city

4. Results

Following collection of data using SPSS software, data analysis was conducted at descriptive and inferential level. Regarding descriptive analysis, the collected data were analyzed in terms of gender, age, marital status and
education. Results of the analysis are as the following:

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>female</th>
<th></th>
<th>male</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>33/6</td>
<td>66/4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Less than high school diploma</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Pearson correlation test, regression analysis (Table 3), Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis H test (Table 4) and path analysis technique (Table 5) were used for inferential statistics. For example, given hypothesis 1, the statistical hypotheses are as follows:

H0: Distribution does not affect the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H1: Distribution affects the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination

First, Pearson correlation coefficient was used to test the existence or absence of a relationship between the two variables of distribution and the perceived quality of Khalkhal tourism destination. The hypothesis and null hypothesis are as follows:

H0: P = 0 If sig. (2-tailed) > α = 0.05 → H0
H0: P ≠ 0 If sig. (2-tailed) > α = 0.05 → H1

Since the significance level of 0.775 is higher than 0.05, the null hypothesis is not rejected, and it can be said that there is not a significant relationship between the distribution and the perceived quality of the destination. Therefore, the distribution of perceived quality does not affect the tourism destination of Khalkhal.

Given the second hypothesis, the statistical assumptions are as the following:

H0: Sale promotion does not affect the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination
H1: Sale promotion affects the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination

First, Pearson correlation coefficient was used to test the existence or absence of a relationship between the two variables of sale promotion and the perceived quality of Khalkhal tourism destination. The hypothesis and null hypothesis are as follows:

H0: P = 0 If sig. (2-tailed) > α = 0.05 → H0
H0: P ≠ 0 If sig. (2-tailed) > α = 0.05 → H1

Since the significance level of 0.000, it can be stated with 0.99 percent confidence that the null hypothesis is rejected, and it can be said that there is a significant relationship between the sale promotion and the perceived quality of the destination with a significance of -0.110 reverse and negative relationship between sale promotion and destination image. Now, through regression analysis, we examine the effect of the sales promotion variable on the destination image variable, assuming that other marketing mix elements are constant. The regression model consists of four outputs, the first output is the independent variable included into the model, which is the sales promotion variable. In the second output, the correlation coefficient between the two variables of sales promotion and the destination image or R is 0.012. By inclusion of the variable sale promotion in the model, the coefficient of determination (R2) is 0.012. That is, 0.012 changes the destination image of Khalkhal tourism are related to the sale. The beta value is equal to 0.110, that is, assuming no other variables per unit increase in the standard deviation reduces the sales promotion as 0.110 units of standard deviation of the destination image. According to the explanation, the null hypothesis is rejected and the hypothesis is confirmed. Therefore, it can be said that sales promotion affects the image of the
Khalkhal tourism destination. Other hypotheses have also been tested in the same way and the results are summarized in the following table:

Table 3. Results of Research Hypothesis Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw Research Hypothesis</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>sig</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The first hypothesis H1: Price influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second hypothesis H2: Price influences the image of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>-0.110</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The third hypothesis H3: Physical evidence influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fourth hypothesis H4: Distribution influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fifth hypothesis H5: People influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sixth hypothesis H6: Sale promotion influences the perceived quality of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The seventh hypothesis H7: Distribution influences the image of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The eighth hypothesis H8: Sale promotion influences the image of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ninth hypothesis H9: People influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tenth hypothesis H10: Distribution influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eleventh hypothesis H11: Sale promotion influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The twelfth hypothesis H12: Physical evidence influences the perceived value of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The thirteenth hypothesis H13: Perceived quality influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fourteenth hypothesis H14: Destination image influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fifteenth hypothesis H15: Perceived value influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sixteenth hypothesis H16: price influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The seventeenth hypothesis H17: Physical evidence influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The eighteenth hypothesis H18: Distribution influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The nineteenth hypothesis H19: People influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>-0.109</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The twentieth hypothesis H20: Sale promotion influences the loyalty of Khalkhal as a tourism destination</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to examine the difference between the different groups through the comparison of the means, we can compare the significance and examine the significance of the differences between classes or groups. As a secondary purpose of the study, we want to examine the difference between tourist groups in terms of their assessment of loyalty to tourism destinations in four demographic dimensions: gender, marital status, age, and education. The average of Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests was used for this purpose. To compare the mean age and education of tourists, we use the Kruskal-Wallis test. Since there are four groups, the test results are as follows:
Table 4. Results of the mean for different groups in relation to perceived value, perceived quality and loyalty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a significant relationship between the perception of women and men about loyalty to Khalkhal tourism destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a significant relationship between the perception of married and single participants about loyalty to Khalkhal tourism destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a significant relationship between the perceptions various age groups of tourists about loyalty to the destination of Khalkhal tourism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a significant relationship between the perceptions of tourists' groups about loyalty to Khalkhal tourism destinations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, it was observed that marketing mix elements can affect loyalty to the destination of tourism in different ways and the degree of influence of each element also varies. Table below shows the degree of influence of each of these elements using the path analysis technique on loyalty to Khalkhal tourism destination. Physical evidence of destination has the highest impact on loyalty to the Khalkhal tourism destination, which varies by one unit of change in the standard deviation of the physical evidence of the destination, along with the standard deviation of loyalty to the Khalkhal tourist destination as 0.189.

The elements of promotion, people and price are ranked respectively and the distribution element seems to have no effect on the lack of activities related to the distribution of tourist attractions in the loyalty to the Khalkhal tourist destination.

Table 5. Ranking of marketing mix elements based on the degree of effectiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Physical evidence</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>people</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>0.00626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

In this study, the relationship between some elements of marketing mix and loyalty, perceived quality and destination image of tourists was investigated. The discussed elements of marketing mix included price, distribution, sale promotion, people and product. Regarding the distribution variable, its effect on perceived quality of the Khalkhal tourist destination image was approved. These findings are in line with the study of Geon et al (2011) and against the results of the study by Huang and Sarigölü (2012) since they found no relationship between distribution and perceived quality and also its effect on perceived value of destination is rejected.

In terms of sales promotion, its influence on destination image, perceived quality, and perceived value was confirmed which is in line with the studies of Soleimani and Mansuri Moaied (2012), Tang and Hawley (2009) and Beristain and Zorrilla (2011). Soleimani and Mansouri Moaied (2012) stated that various promotion tools had a positive effect on destination image of tourists. The relationship with the price variable, its impact on the quality and verifiability of loyalty and on the destination image has been rejected, which is consistent with the results of the research by Iranzadeh et al. (2012) and Beristain and Zorrilla (2011) in which the price has positive effect on loyalty, but the price effect Contrary to the results of the present research on perceived quality has been rejected which is against the research findings. It is also contrary to the results of Sehat et al. (2012) who rejected the effect of price on quality.

The effect of physical evidence variable on all three variables of perceived quality, perceived value, and loyalty was approved. The effect of people variable on perceived quality, perceived value, and loyalty have also been rejected, which is in line with the results of Tang and Hawley’s (2009) which has confirmed their impact on
quality and loyalty. Also, the effect of perceived quality on loyalty to the destination has been rejected and the effect of perceived value on loyalty has also been rejected, which is in line with the results of the research, Nahri Dehghani et al. (2014) which stated that the perceived value of a tourist destination cannot affect loyalty to that destination, and contrary to the results of the research, Hemati and Zahrami (1393) and Faith and Ayubi (2010). However, the effect of the destination image on the loyalty was confirmed, according to the results of the research Hemmati and Zahrami (1393), Imani Khosho and Ayoubizade (2010, a) and Anari Dehghani et al. (1393), and in their research, the image of the destination has a positive relationship with loyalty to the destination of tourism.

6. Conclusion

According to the results of statistical analysis, sales promotion, people and physical evidence had the highest impact on perceived quality, perceived value and loyalty of customers, and ultimately on the image of the Khalkhal tourist destination. As for the people, it should be said that because most of the staff at hotels, restaurants, and other centers who directly deal with tourists have not learned much about how to communicate with the tourists, they think of immediate economic returns in communication with tourists.

Also, in field studies, some tourists expressed their dissatisfaction with the inappropriate behavior of some owners of residential centers. In this regard, despite holding training courses by organization for activists of various sectors of tourism, the Center for Advice, Education and Research of Ardabil Development Center, in cooperation with the Directorate General of Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism of Ardabil province, unfortunately, most tourism activists are not obliged to attend these courses and so they do not attend this courses, so the absence of these activists in situations results in inappropriate treat with tourists. As a result, the managers of Khalkhal tourism destination are advised to continuously monitor the training of activists in all areas related to tourism, the owners and managers of residential centers need to be trained in tourist training courses as well as native communities on how to communicate with and treat tourists and get acquainted with the tourist attractions of the city.

The second most influential factor was the sale promotion and advertising which affected both the destination image, perceived quality and perceived value of tourism destination. In this regard, only two of the resident centers do this and, of course, do the promotion themselves. On the other hand, there is no cluster cooperation between tourism activists, and each of them creates advertisements or advertises on local city websites, which is very limited. However, during an interview with the director of cultural heritage, handicrafts and tourism in Khalkhal city, he said that given the cooperation of this office with hotels, restaurants etc., it has been stipulated that a wide cooperation should be established between the influential clusters in Khalkhal city tourism.

Also, according to interviews with tourists, most tourists mentioned their presence in the city as a result of being familiar with their friends, which indicates the weakness in marketing and advertising of city tourism. Therefore, Khalkhal tourism destination managers are advised to use a wider range of promotional programs such as discounted prices, such as gifts and services for tourism destinations. To increase the perceived value of tourists, it is highly important to pay enough attention to propaganda and other promotional instruments such as public relations and news interviews and tourism destination managers must try to enforce them more effectively.

From among the combined factors of marketing, physical evidence is also a factor influencing all three variables of perceived quality, perceived value, and loyalty to tourism destination. In this context, it should also be noted that some tourists complained about the inadequate situation of the city. In this regard, it should be noted that, unfortunately, the entrance of the city is a place for the evacuation of construction waste. In the majority of cases, the entrance of the city is full of car repair shops and mechanics, which do not give a good look to the city, and also a good image of the city from the three main routes of the entrance of the tourists to the city (Asalem-Khalkhal, Ardebil-Khalkhal and Hashjin-Khalkhal roads) in mind of tourists. However, tourists were very pleased with the natural landscape of the city, which translates into the natural and pristine condition of the city. But in some cases, undesirable actions have destroyed some of the people and even investors of these landscapes. An example of these on the Khalkhal road to Clor, which is the road to the future (with the addition of the Khalkhal-Klor-Darm road), will become one of the main sources of entry for tourists. The existence of sand mines produces a lot of contamination and a natural landscape. Becker has destroyed this area, especially since these mines were located on the route of the Imamzadeh Abdullah Koolur as a tourism sample area, and a hotel has been constructed near the sand mines where continuation of these mines’ activities will cause great damage to the city's tourism.

Therefore, it is recommended to provide a comprehensive plan on how to deploy applications, especially in the city's entry points, in cooperation with the cultural heritage, handicrafts and tourism, and municipalities.
Avoiding dumping spills and waste at the city's entry points in cooperation with municipalities, seafarers, water companies and other relevant organizations. Also, monitoring the activities of leased houses in the city area is carried out by the Police Department and the Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Department of Khalkhal. On the other hand, the destruction of natural and pristine landscapes and the non-issuance of permits for activities to mine in pristine areas of tourism should be done in cooperation with the Office of Natural Resources and Watersheds, Police and Judiciary.

The next element is the price that has a positive impact on quality and loyalty and negatively influences the destination image. When people flock to the city during the peak tourism time, some people and businessmen offer tourists with expensive prices due to lack of knowledge and training for making use of the existing conditions. Even some people, in the spring and summer, turn their homes into tourist resorts and suites but there is no control over them while the researches indicate the low quality of these centers. Despite the fact that most of these centers do not provide proper services to tourists, they instead receive large amounts of money from tourists, which is especially common during the peak season of tourism. Therefore, it is suggested that the relevant departments prevent such centers from continuing their activities and obtaining permits. It is essential for the organization of cultural heritage, crafts and tourism to introduce them for obtaining permits and licenses. If licensed, the Cultural Heritage, Craft and Tourism Organization will be able to control the prices and services provided by these centers.

According to the results of the study, perceived quality influences loyalty. Therefore, the present results indicate that improving perceived quality is the best way to create future visits, even if the tourist is dissatisfied or has a poor experience of traveling to a location. As a result, efforts to create and improve the perceived quality of the destination may facilitate visiting behaviors and, accordingly, contribute to the success of the destination and the development of tourism. Thus, the managers of tourism and recreation destination must work on the inherent and essential elements of the destination, such as advertising, promotion, new attraction as an instrument to improve the perceived quality of the destination.
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